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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel algorithm for object tracking in video sequence. In order to represent the object to be tracked, we propose a spatial color histogram model which encodes both the color distribution and spatial information. The object tracking from frame to frame is accomplished via center voting and back projection method. The center voting method has every pixel in the new frame to cast a vote on whereabouts the object center is. The back projection method segments the object from the background. The segmented foreground provides information on object size and orientation, omitting the need to estimate them separately. We do not put any assumption on camera motion; the proposed algorithm works equally well for object tracking in both static and moving camera videos.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tracking of moving objects from frame to frame in a real time video surveillance is a highly challenging task. This is true especially in Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) camera surveillance system where the camera has to constantly pan, tilt, and occasionally zoom in and out in order to keep the object under surveillance inside the camera’s range of view. In such system, the background scene is constantly changing as the camera moves, thus the widely used background subtraction technique cannot be employed to help locating the object. Additional challenges come from complex object motion, non-rigid object tracking, partial occlusion, illumination change, and real time processing requirement. Despite all these difficulties, many successful algorithms have been reported over past decades. For a comprehensive review of various tracking algorithms, the readers can refer to [1].

Two important aspects that determine the performance of the tracking algorithms are target representation and target localization. Target representation refers to how the object to be tracked is modeled and target localization refers to how the search of the corresponding object in the following frame is accomplished. Popular models used for target representation are object contour [2], [3], feature point [4], [5], [6], [7], and color histogram [8], [9], [10], [11]. Depend on the chosen target representation model, various target localization techniques can be employed.

Tracking with object contour works well even when tracking non-rigid object which shares similar color information with the background. The Condensation algorithm proposed in [2] parameterizes the contour using B-Spline control points. The target localization is performed by comparing the contour model at the previous frame with the local edge map at the following frame. The edges which are parallel and proximately close to the contour model are considered as good candidates for the new object contour. Even though the Condensation algorithm demonstrates impressive tracking performance, it is ill suited for real time tracking application due to its high computation complexity.

Another algorithm for object contour tracking was proposed in [3]. In their algorithm, the object contour is represented by the two linked lists and a level set array. Contour adaptation is realized by performing switching on elements of the linked list. At each frame, the elements of linked list are adjusted to fit the object contour.

Tracking using feature points produces good results when the object has rich texture. In [4], a point is considered as a good feature if it is unique when compared to its local neighborhood. To find the corresponding point in the next frame, the iterative Newton Raphson minimization algorithm is employed [5], [12]. Tracking with feature points is fast and reliable. However, when the object turn around or partially occluded, the tracking algorithm fails miserably.

Using the color histogram for target representation has been increasingly popular due to its robustness against object pose changes and partial occlusion. Bradski developed an algorithm called CAMSHIFT [8] which tracks the face in video sequence using the color histogram of the skin. In order to locate the face from frame to frame, an iterative procedure based on mean shift is applied to center the object rectangle in the face region. At each iteration, the rectangle position is moved to a new position until convergence. Even though the Bradski’s algorithm was developed for face tracking, it can be used to track any object of interest.

Comaniciu et. al. proposed the Kernel Based Tracking (KBT) algorithm [9] which uses the kernel weighted color histogram to represent the color distribution of the object. In the kernel weighted color histogram representation, pixels at the object peripheral are given smaller weights while the pixels at the center of the object are given larger weights. The localization of the object is performed iteratively through a mean shift method similar to CAMSHIFT.

The introduction of the kernel weighted histogram to the mean shift based algorithms greatly improves the tracking performance. However, the algorithm does not work well when tracking the object that changes in orientation and size. In order to address these problems, tracking using color correlogram was proposed in [11] to subsequently track both...
the object location and orientation. Collins proposed a mean shift method in scale space [13] to obtain the object location and scale simultaneously.

In this paper, we introduce a new object representation model and localization method. In order to represent the object to be tracked, we proposed a spatial color histogram model. Each bin in the spatial color histogram contains the information about the number of pixels belong to the color bin and the mean vectors of relative location of the color bin from object center. To find the new object location as object moves, we employ the center voting procedure to have each pixel in the new frame cast its votes about the new object center. After we obtain the new object center, we use the back projection method to segment the object from the background. Provided with the segmented object, there is no need to estimate the object size and orientation separately.

In the next section, we present our algorithm in detail. In section 3, we present the experiment results of our tracking algorithm and compare them with the KBT and level set based tracking algorithm results. We conclude our work in section 4.

II. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

Given an object centered at location \( \vec{c} = [c_x, c_y] \) in the current frame, the tracking objective is to find the new object center \( \vec{c}' \) at the next and the following frames. We will use the term target object to refer to the object to be tracked.

Following the convention in the field, we assume that at the initial frame, the object has been segmented out from the background. This object segmentation can be done at the initial frame by performing background subtraction algorithms [16], [14], [15] or even by manual selection by human operator. This initial object segmentation is only performed once and subsequent object localization at the following frame has to be accomplished without it.

A. Target Representation

Let \( \{\vec{x}_i\}_{i=1}^n \) be the location of the pixels belong to the target object and \( \vec{c} \) be the location of the object center. To represent the target object, we use the spatial color histogram model \( h_T(b) = (n_{b,k})_{k=1...K} \), where \( n_b \) is the number of pixels whose quantized values fall into \( b \)-th bin of the color histogram and \( \bar{\mu}_{b,k} \) is the mean vectors of the position of those pixels relative to the object center. More formally,

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{\mu}_{b,k} &= \frac{1}{n_b} \sum_{i=1}^{n_b} (\vec{x}_i - \vec{c}) \delta (I(\vec{x}_i) - b) \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
n_b &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \delta [I(\vec{x}_i) - b], \\
\bar{\mu}_{b,k} &= \frac{1}{n_b} \sum_{i=1}^{n_b} (\vec{x}_i - \vec{c}) \delta [I(\vec{x}_i) - b] \\
&= \frac{1}{n_b} \sum_{i=1}^{n_b} (\vec{x}_i - \vec{c}) \delta (I(\vec{x}_i) - b) \\
&= \frac{1}{n_b} \sum_{i=1}^{n_b} (\vec{x}_i - \vec{c}) \delta [I(\vec{x}_i) - b]
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \delta \) is the Kronecker delta function, \( I(\vec{x}_i) \) maps the location vector \( \vec{x}_i \) to the color histogram bin, and \( \varepsilon \) is a decision threshold to decide whether the pixel should be grouped into \( k \)-th cluster or not. This target representation is similar to the spatiogram model proposed in [10], but instead of forcing a single mean and covariance to represent the spatial distribution of the pixels belong to the bin, we allow each bin to have more than one mean values, forming a codebook of mean vectors.\(^1\)

As an illustration, consider the target object in Fig. 1(a). The alphabets indicate which color histogram bin the pixels belong to. The spatial color histogram for this object is given in Table I. Note here that there are two pixels belong to the same color histogram bin \( a \), but they are not clustered together due to their spatial distance. Thus, instead of a single mean for the histogram bin, it has two mean vectors. On the other hand, the two pixels \( e \) are proximately close to each other and has been grouped into the same cluster. It has only a single mean. At the next section, we will see how we can use this model to locate the object in the image.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spatial Color Histogram for the Target Object in Fig. 1(a)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)However, we use a very different approach in target localization as we will show later in the next subsection.
B. Target Localization

The localization of the target object in the following frame is accomplished in two steps: center voting and back projection.

1) Center Voting Procedure: As the name implies, the center voting procedure asks every candidate pixels near the previous center to cast votes about the location of the object center. Several rules about the center voting procedure:

1) Only the pixels whose color exist in the target model may cast a vote.
2) The pixels cast their votes based on the codebook of mean vectors \( \bar{\mu}_{b,k} \).
3) More reliable pixels cast votes of higher weights than the less reliable pixels.

In order to see how these rules apply, see Fig. 1(b). The pixels labeled \( x \) are the pixels whose colors do not fall into any of the bins of the target model histogram. Thus, these pixels may not cast a vote on whereabouts the object center is. The bin \( a \) contains two mean vectors, thus pixels whose colors fall into this bin may cast two votes.

In this example, we have made a very naive assumption that the background does not share the same color with the object. This assumption, of course, does not hold in most cases and will cause the algorithm to fail when trying to estimate the correct center. The addition of the third rule, that the reliable pixels should cast votes of higher weight, solves this problem. We consider a pixel as a reliable pixel if it satisfies the following criteria:

1) The pixel does not share the same color with the background.
2) The pixel’s color is dominant color of the object.

To quantify this criteria, we define the voting weight \( w_b \) for pixels whose color fall into the b-th bin as follows:

\[
w_b = \frac{n_b}{m_b},
\]

where \( n_b \) is as given in (1) and \( m_b \) is the total number of pixels (both object and background pixels) in the neighborhood of previous center \( \bar{c} \) whose quantized values fall into b-th bin. If there are no pixels in the background who share the same color with the object, the voting weight will be at its maximum, one. On the other hand, the voting weight will be small when there are a lot of background pixels who share the same color with the target object, indicating that the particular color bin is not reliable for localizing the correct object center.

Finally, the center of the votes can be calculated by

\[
\bar{c}' = \frac{\sum_{x_i \in \text{Rect}(\bar{c})} w_b \mu_{b,k} x_i}{\sum_{x_i \in \text{Rect}(\bar{c})} w_b},
\]

where \( x_i \in \text{Rect}(\bar{c}) \) indicates the search range, is the set of pixels inside a rectangle centered at previous object center \( \bar{c} \). This search rectangle is shown in Fig. 1(b) as a region enclosed by dash-line border. We limit the calculation of the votes to the pixels inside the search rectangle (instead of calculating the votes of all pixels in the frame) as we expect that the new center will be located near the previous center. The center of the votes calculated by this equation is the new object center \( \bar{c}' \) as shown in Fig. 1(c).

2) Back Projection: After the center voting procedure is completed, we obtain the new object center \( \bar{c}' \). Based on this new object center, we re-scan the pixels in the neighborhood to see which pixels have casted the correct votes. The pixels who have casted the correct votes about the object center are marked as object pixels. For the robustness in tracking non-rigid object and also in order to deal with object posture change, we allow pixels who voted close enough to the new object center \( \bar{c}' \) to be categorized as object pixels as well. This back projection method is best presented with the pseudo code followed.

Algorithm 1 Back Projection

\[\text{for all } x \in \text{Rect}(\bar{c}) \text{ do} \]
\[\text{distance} \leftarrow \| \text{vote}(x) - \bar{c}' \| \]
\[\text{if } \text{distance} < \varepsilon \text{ then} \]
\[x \text{ is foreground pixel} \]
\[\text{else} \]
\[x \text{ is background pixel} \]
\[\text{end if} \]
\[\text{end for} \]

III. EXPERIMENT RESULT

In this section, we provide the result of tracking using our algorithm. At the initial frame (and only at the initial frame), we manually select the target object and model it using the proposed spatial color histogram model presented in section II-A. For all experiments, we use 30x30x30 bins RGB color histogram and set the spatial clustering threshold \( \varepsilon \) to 5.

Fig. 2(a) and 2(b) show the initial frame with the target object marked in green and the tracking result for frame 100 with the predicted object marked by rectangle, respectively. In order to give the reader a visualization of how the center voting procedure work, we present the vote-map for the particular frame in Fig. 2(c). The intensity indicates the weight of the votes \( w_b \); higher intensity denotes higher weight, thus higher probability of being the object center \( \bar{c}' \) we are trying to estimate. After we successfully predict the object center by employing the center voting procedure, we perform the back projection and subsequently segments the object from the background. We show this segmentation result in Fig. 2(d). Figure 2(e), 2(f), 2(g), and 2(h) show more tracking results along with the segmented object results.

In order to assess its performance, we compare our algorithm with kernel based tracking algorithm [9] and the level set algorithm [3]. The results of KBT algorithm, level set algorithm, and our proposed algorithm are shown in Fig. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c), respectively. The performance differences among these algorithms become apparent when the target object become smaller and smaller as it moves away from the camera. As shown in the second column of the figure, the object has become smaller than when it was in the initial frame, thus, without a good size adaptation technique, the algorithm like KBT algorithm will fail to localize the correct object center.

The third and fourth column of the figure compare the robustness of the algorithm when dealing with background...
Fig. 2. Tracking result using proposed algorithm. (a) Target object at initial frame. (b) Tracking result at frame 100. (c) Vote map for frame 100. (d) Segmented object for frame 100. (e) Tracking result at frame 130. (f) Segmented object for frame 130. (g) Tracking result at frame 283. (h) Segmented object for frame 283.

Fig. 3. Comparison of tracking results using: (a) KBT algorithm, (b) Level set based tracking algorithm, and (c) The proposed algorithm. From left to right: frame 79, 168, 235, and 258.

with similar color. Our algorithm successfully tracks the target object despite of the presence of background with color similar to the target object. This robustness against the background with similar color is due to the use of adaptive voting weights.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to object tracking. Our tracking method is based on a special class of color histogram called spatial color histogram. This spatial
color histogram allows a loose representation of both the object’s color and spatial configuration, make it a suitable model for representing both rigid and non-rigid object.

As we show in the experiment results, the algorithm tracks the object successfully through frames and correctly adapt the tracking rectangle as the object change in size. Tracking object changing in size is challenging as many algorithms has failed to cope with. The algorithms also shows a good robustness when tracking against the background with similar color, which attribute to its use of adaptive voting weights.

In addition to the object location, our algorithm also categorizes each pixel to either foreground or background, effectively segments the object from the background. This segmented object, to our knowledge, was not available in the existing color histogram based tracking algorithms. Thus, this work is a good addition to the tracking algorithm in this class.
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